The Flu Shot
Simple question? How many people can you name by name that have died
of the flu? Probably not anyone. I have asked this simple question to at
least 600 people over the last 6 or 7 years and only two people knew a
person who had died from the flu.
Simple question two? How many people can you name that have become
violently ill after receiving a flu shot. Just about everyone nows someone. I
suspect that these reactions are not recorded as they should be. I have no
doubt that people die of the flu. After all over 20 people are killed each year
by flying champagne corks, 2900 by hippotimi, 30 by the family dog, 7000
from texting, hundreds by lightning, a dozen or so by sharks, etc., etc., etc.
Simple question three? How many people can you name that have died of
cancer. My bet is a lot. My point is simply this. If there were as many people
dying of the flu as they say, then we should all know someone who has
died of the flu.
In the same week the news media went on at nausium about a few people
who died from the flu in Alberta, thousands died from cancer, thousands
from heart disease, thousands from diabetes, thousands from altzheimers,
and thousands upon thousands were newly diagnosed with each of these
deadly diseases in each and every week of the year. Yet the news media
ignores this epidemic. Intelligent people would call this a mass killer
pandemic. Why are so many kids so sick these days? Asthma, autisim,
ADHD, doped up on Ritilin because they are normal rambuctious, curious,
with pepper up their butts kids.
One recent study in Great Britain studied over 63,000 kids with leukaemia
to prove there was no relationship between high voltage power lines and
the disease. What a bunch of dummies! Question should be is “Why do you
have so many Kids with Lukemia?”
We have an epidemic of disease which has touched every family in this
country and our government just doesn’t get it! Yes, the same government
that wants to take away your right to good quality vitamins and herbal
remedies! Priorities?
The ability to establish priorities is a talent or life skill that is essential to
success in any endeavour. Unfortunately our government does not have
this skill. It spends billions to promote and administer free flu shots and the
primary beneficiary is the drug companies. The same government that
offers little for cancer research.

Then there is the so called effectiveness of the flu vacine itself. You can
read endless studies that the flu vaccine is next to completely useless to
only effective in maybe 10% of cases. One recent study out of Rome said
you would have to inoculate over 200 people to effectively prevent one
case of influenza.How safe is the flu vaccine? Well first of all it contains 25
micrograms of mercury the most toxic non radioactive element on this
planet. (Also aluminum, formaldehyde and God know what else?) If you
want a neurotoxin mercury is your baby. Remember the mad hatter in Alice
in wonderland? Memory loss, attention deficit order, hyper activity. Louis
Carrol was giving you the symtoms of mercury poisoning and we don’t see
these obvious symtoms in our populace today. Altziemer’s disease? What
else is in the flu vaccine? My eyes were opened when a family member
who was forced by the Canadian Government because of his job to get a
flu shot became critically ill from Gui Lam Bar syndrome directly caused by
the flu vaccine. In 1976 Gulian Bar syndrome contracted from the flus shot,
killed and crippled thousands more than died from the flu.
What else is in this flu shot that we don’t know about? I believe the insert
that comes with the vial of vaccine says that it has not been proven safe or
effective, so why are we using it?
The polio vaccine is now believed to be one of the causes of the cancer
epidemic as it contained the SV40 genome from the Recces monkies it was
developed on. It also contained over 40 other contaminants they
discovered a little too late for comfort. ( Maurice Hilleman head of vaccine
development for Merck now deceased)
Jonas Salk developer of the polio vaccine testified before congress that he
believed his vaccine caused more deaths than polio itself.
The Polish polio vaccine contained the Simian immune virus from the
chimpanzees it was developed on. Non irradiated or neutralized monkey
kidney tissue was given on a cracker to the trial victims. It is speculated
that this Simian virus mutated into HIV or Aids in humans. The location of
the Belgium Congo fits the aids story quite well, but that is another quest
for the truth.
What boils my blood is forcing innocent high school kids to be inoculated
with this flu vaccine against their will or with threat of expulsion for failure to
submit. This is in my mind a criminal and treasonist act by facist commies
and not in compliance with our Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

When the pharmaceutical companies make another gross error to add to
their legacy, then hundreds of thousands of innocent trusting kids will be
maimed, injured for life, or die.
It is your choice and your choice only to obtain a flu shot and not at the
dictates of some bureaucrat who’s wisdom and ethics should be brought
into question. Why are they not telling you how to boost your immune
system?
It was only a few years ago that a very prominent pharmaceutical company
deliberately mixed together Spanish influenza, Avian influenza, Swine
influenza, and human influenza. Then sent it to their facilities in Austria for
replication on mass for distribution to 18 different countries. The Czech’s
did their due diligence and tested the flu vaccine on a group of ferrets. The
ferrets all died. The Czech virologist immediately informed the World Heal
Organization, who demanded an immediate recall. It is estimated it would
have killed between 2 and 4 billion if they had not caught it. (Toronto Sun)
You have to understand that not all but there are some incredibly evil
people in the pharma business and there are over 38 high level
bioweapons labs in the US alone working to develop the most lethal
diseases imaginable.
My feelings are mixed on vaccines. The concept is great but the execution
of the means raises many questions. Why is that the United States that
vaccinates more than any other country fallen to almost last place in child
health and mortality?
Why are so many people sick and dying from diseases that were relatively
obscure 50 or 60 years ago?
As a final note, observe that we have what we call the flu season. The flu
virus does not take a vacation to another climate in the summer. What does
happen is that we get outside and receive more vitamin D from the life
giving sun that same bunch want us to fear and hide from. Vitamin D, about
5000 IU per day is to me a better flu preventer in the flu season.
As another final note, it is known that a particular cold virus will cure people
of cancer ( Dr. John Bell, Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre ) so maybe the
flu has another benefit to us that we are not recognizing as of yet. Could it
be a natural body cleanser?

